
Notable from Our Podcast
The featured interview from the February 5, 2019, podcast highlights a study on
reducing neurodisparity. In theWhat’s Trending segment, you’ll hear a discussion
on mapping symptoms to brain networks with the human connectome.
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Author Tip
An important part of publishing is promoting your work. Using popular sites like
Facebook and Twitter is a fast free way to share your work with a wide audience. Use
hashtags so your posts can be easily found (e.g., #Neurology or #Parkinsonsdisease).
Users following those hashtags will see your posts, when they otherwise might not.
Using images tends to draw people in more than plain text. If you are interested in
having Neurology promote your published paper on our channels, or would like to
learn more about using social media, please contact msorenson@neurology.org.
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Visit AAN.com/pressroom for the latest press releases

It’s not just a pain in the head—Facial pain can be a symptom of
headaches too
A new study finds that up to 10% of people with headaches also have facial pain.
“Facial pain has not been well recognized as a symptom of headache, and some
people end up waiting a long time for a proper diagnosis and treatment,” said study
author ArneMay,MD, PhD, of the University of Hamburg inGermany. “This study
shows that facial pain is not uncommon, and for many people their pain occurs
mainly in the face, not the head. For a better understanding of these types of facial
pain and ultimately for the development of treatments, it’s crucial that we un-
derstand more about facial pain and whether it is the same disease as the headache,
but showing up in a different place, or whether they are 2 different syndromes.”

Ziegeler C, May A. Neurology 2019;93:e1138–e1147. doi:10.1212/WNL.0000000000008124
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